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As your representatives at the IDF and Elements 2010 events, we can report that you had a really 
good time and made the most of your five day developer marathon.  You had a great time, had some 
amazing experiences and came away with lots of goodies. For those who happened to be looking the 
other way, here’s a run-down of what happened.

Thanks to prior involvement with Intel and specifically the early AppUp developer program, TGC was 
invited to attend the events to give a few talks and generally meet up to put faces to names. With 
travel and accommodation pre-arranged, we set off from Manchester to London, and onwards to 
San Francisco and the Moscone West exhibition hall. After roughly 15 hours of travelling, we arrived 
at the hotel, checked in and right back out again to register for the event badges and also to do 
some quick rehearsals before the doors opening Monday morning. 

One of Rick’s appearances was part of the Day Two keynote, and his important rehearsal left me 
alone to wander around looking for my own technical rehearsal. I found the place, right in the 
middle of the exhibition hall, but it was guarded by an attendant who refused me entry on the 
grounds my badge was the wrong colour. I spoke to her supervisor who assured me that no matter 
what business I had in there, without a certain colour I was not permitted to enter. The bright side to 
this was that should I completely mess up my presentation I could now share the blame. I did lurk 
outside the door long enough to wave to Bruce and Gina, who I had met during a previous GDC 
event. After the rehearsals and pseudo-rehearsals were over, we went to the hotel to eat. The food 
was five courses, French, unpronounceable and served to keep us awake long enough to fight off 
Jetlag.

Early the next morning having mostly failed to sleep past 3AM, breakfast and a short walk found us 
filing into day one of IDF, with the first order of business to meet and greet some familiar faces and 
then into the main keynote. We linked up with Bob Duffy the AppUp head community honcho and 
Brian, uber-forum guy who was so good Intel hired him, and discovered we had some decent seats 
reserved near the stage. The keynote laid out the vision Intel have in getting their architecture into 
every corner of modern life and that the opportunity for developers is growing faster than ever. 
Interactive TVs, in-car devices, tablets and motion detection were just some of the cool gadgets on 
show, and we left the keynote wanting eight pairs of arms to work on these cool technologies 
simultaneously.

In the afternoon, the doors to the exhibition hall finally opened to the blue badge people and I could 
check out the stand I was due to present my ‘How To Make A Game In 15 Minutes’ talk. The hall had 
beer trolleys parked around the various attractions, and one right in front of my stage. High 
attendance, I felt, was assured. My 15 minutes of fame came and went, enjoyed by all, understood 
by two.  Rick and I also found some time to participate in a live video cast, talking about our 
experience with AppUp and the future for apps on the new wave of Atom devices. Incredibly I was 
so distracted with the event that I completely forgot to grab a beer. This was remedied later that 
evening when a few of us found a rather nifty sports bars which delighted in serving a large cold 
glass of beer and an even larger New York steak.

Tuesday was Rick’s big day, scheduled to jump out on stage in the 23rd minute of the main keynote 
of the day. He was tasked with not tripping up, demonstrating some software, accepting the grand 
prize (a very cool car) and exiting stage right before anyone figured out he was British. He did 
amazingly well and did our little island proud.  Unfortunately he exchanged the car for forty two 
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beans, which the vendor had assured him was the key to life, the universe and everything. The rest 
of the day was spent as a regular Joe, enjoying the event without a meeting or presentation in sight. 
That evening was something special again. We had been picked several weeks earlier by Intel to be a 
Black Belt member of the AppUp Developer Program specialising in app development. I think it was a 
combination of our own activity creating and porting apps to the AppUp Centre and also our active 
involvement in helping the DBP and GDK communities put their content on the store that 
distinguished us from more worthy developers. The fruit of this work was a lovely slap up dinner, 
beginning with drinks, a meet and greet, several dishes of food, a few presentations and finally a 
group photograph of every Black Belt member still standing.  

Wednesday was probably the best day of the week, and also the first day of the Elements 2010 
event. Elements is an event designed entirely with the app developer in mind, and whoever planned 
it, knew exactly who their audience were.  You just know they understand the developer when they 
schedule the keynote for 1PM in the afternoon!  It was also the day Rick mounted the stage for the 
second time to deliver a much shorter presentation about our winning game ‘Goals’. Rick spent the 
afternoon attending sessions relating to monetization, advertising, promotion and distribution while 
I attended every session that had the word MeeGo in it. So why was this the best day in the week. 
Well that happened next. In the evening, a fleet of shiny jet black coaches pulled up in front of the 
venue. In true Rick fashion, he was on the first coach driving off while in true Lee fashion, I was 
winding up a code-centric conversation by the free ale stand at the lowest level of the hotel. With a 
few well-placed runs, leaps and jumps I managed to board one of the last coaches bound for 
‘somewhere’.  A conversation about team management and coder phycology later, we arrived at the 
marina where two large boats rocked patiently in the dock. On the boat, free food and free drink, 
though having hardly had an opportunity to spend anything up to this point, I decided to tip 
generously until the world made sense. The boat captain did not seem to mind the huge waves as he 
accelerated into them and on deck you would think everyone had had a little too much to drink until 
you realised no one had the co-ordination to reach their mouth, thanks to the bobbing and tilting of 
what felt like a powerboat ride. Fortunately, with skill, the first beer landed and the rocking boat 
motion was perfectly countered by a well timed inebriated walk. We arrived at our destination, a 
warehouse. Not the desert island I was expecting, but also not likely to sink from under you. Into the 
warehouse I trod, alone as it happened. In typical Lee fashion, I chose the best possible moment to 
visit the restroom so that my departure from the boat was about three seconds before they were 
due to cast off. Fortunately my story continues inside the warehouse, with yet more free food and 
more free drink. Unloading my back pack and fleece with the cloak attendants, I picked up a drink 
and meandered from the ‘reception area’ which had all the style and sophistication of a warehouse, 
into a much larger room that had no business being there. You know those cosy sitting rooms with 
leather sofas and fireside mantle, glass tables and candle light. Imagine that but a hundred meters 
deep and large enough to accommodate five hundred people, complete with cocktail snacks, cosy 
corners and a huge stage at one end with what appeared to be a fireplace. Sitting in the chairs next 
to the fireplace were four of the top dogs from Intel, entirely responsible for the entire Elements 
event and awaiting questions from the gathered developers. What happened next goes down in my 
own personal history as one of the coolest tricks ever played, and is probably the defining reason I’ll 
be going back next year. The entire wall behind the fireplace rose into the air and disappeared. What 
appeared behind the now retracted wall could have made the stoniest programmer weep with 
childhood tears.  In short; retro gamer heaven! Of course the first thing you saw was the four 
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massive dodgem cars parked up, surrounded by another hundred meters of arcade machines, 
fairground games, bars, food, more games, flight simulators and even  more games. For the first five 
minutes all I did was walk around the circuit with a stupid grin on my face, and then it slowly dawned 
on me that these things have been put here for a reason and launched myself into the fray.  Rick 
spotted an early flight simulator machine and strapped himself in for the evening. I am not sure how 
much time passed, but clarity was restored during a rather tense dodgem car battle with Rick when 
Peter, one of the aforementioned top dogs at Intel leaped onto the back of my dodgem car, covered 
my eyes and began to shout out instructions for the ensuing battle with who-ever I could bash my 
car into. As if the universe could not get any larger, the wall that held retro heaven at bay suddenly 
rose up to reveal yet another chamber.  Perhaps close to a hundred circular tables decorated with 
snacks and chocolates littered the room, with a large stage at the far end. In typical Lee fashion, I 
darted to the closest table to the stage, ate a few of the chocolates, placed one on the seat to mark 
my territory and headed for the restroom. Again, in typical Lee fashion, by the time I was returning 
to my seat across what was now three hundred meters of lounge world, arcade world and comedy 
club world, I could faintly here that the show had begun and an ungraceful sprint ensued to get back 
to my chocolate marker. The star of the show was Wil Weaton, aka Star Trek’s Wesley Crusher, and 
although the speed I was going made me out to be a huge fan, it was not entirely untrue. What I did 
not expect was how much I could relate to Will and his stories of the classic games, often lighting up 
dark corners of my memory that triggered sudden bursts of ‘I remember that’ and ‘it’s funny cos’ it’s 
true’. As the evening was closing down, Rick managed to get a few words from Wil into his iPhone 
and then promptly disappeared. I helped further the theory of v-pro as a launching platform for the 
rise of Intel SkyNet, the domination of the machine and the overthrowing of humans, but this 
conversation trailed off into a more sensible analysis of current copyright protection systems and 
ESD security (or lack thereof). A coach ride, a beggar, a short walk in the wrong direction and a 
longer walk in the right direction got us to the hotel ready for day two of Elements 2010.

Naturally, the day after the night before would have to be my day for presenting material, and 
thankfully my slots happened mercifully at 10AM and 2PM. They covered an extended look into how 
easy it is to code a game from scratch and the process of getting the application approved for 
AppUp, and a small session on whether it made sense to pre-install certain common APIs as part of 
the AppUp Centre client system such as DirectX and OpenGL extensions. Between these sessions, I 
spent all the time chatting in the lobby between session rooms. You might not think you are a 
‘networker’ when you spend most of your time coding in front of a small screen in a dark room, but 
you will be surprised how much talking you can get through when the other guys is really listening! 
Whilst drinking coffee and winding down from the activities of day two, we were cornered by 
Courtney, who had found one last slot for the live video team and apparently Rick, myself and a guy 
who works with the Angry Birds developer were the lucky winners of this slot.  Marking their 200th 

live session, the build-up was there, even though the script was not.  Hooked up to microphones and 
asked to ‘say what you like’ was not really the prep time any of us would have chosen, but off we 
launched into an energetic run-down of our thoughts from the last few days. Five cut-throat 
gestures later, the session was over and we were set free, just in time to come back in ten minutes 
later for the closing keynote of the event. Amongst inspiring litany from the Elements team, a coding 
competition concluded, each coder having spent the previous 36 hours (minus party) writing an app 
from scratch and each winning some very cool prizes.  I was particularly proud to know that one of 
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the winners, Max Vasey, wrote his winning entry in our Dark technology, and carried away a few 
thousand dollars and a cool netbook! 

You might think of Intel as a large corporation investing purely in the pursuit of ever smaller 
processors and ever larger acquisitions, but an event like Elements 2010 will change your mind. 
Everyone involved in the AppUp Developer Program is there to talk to, and every other person you 
bump into is a fellow developer with the same challenges and aspirations that you have.

Having had a glimpse of what is coming in the next twelve months; tablets, touch-based systems, 
AppUp enabled netbooks across multiple form factors, you get the feeling Elements 2010 was the 
start of something unstoppable.  If you ever had aspirations to turn your ideas into reality, sell what 
you make and become a full-time developer, then DBP/GDK and AppUp are the perfect vehicles to 
do just that. TGC will be releasing downloads, tricks, tips, advice and occasionally videos on our own 
experiences with AppUp. We also continue to encourage users who want our help publishing 
through AppUp to get in touch with your game or app. We have already helped several authors test 
and validate their products, all of which are now selling on the AppUp store.

If the above sounds exciting and you want to be part of it, get involved now and start cranking out 
those bite sized tasty little apps!  I can think of nothing better than to attend next year’s Elements 
2011 and meet up with a few AppUp friends from the TGC community   It was our pleasure to be 
your representatives in San Francisco, and we hope to see you all at next year’s amazing event!
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